Wordsworth
'English Class’
A classroom-'At Home’.
Are you a graduate willing to work from home?
Did you study in an English Medium school?
Are you fluent in English?
Do you have the time and passion for teaching?
If you have a sound ‘YES’ for an answer,

Wordsworth Academy cordially invites you to associate
and start your own center for Wordsworth English Class in
your city/town for the befit of all.

‘Wordsworth English Class’ – Features, Advantages and Benefits
‘Wordsworth English Class’ will be a local area ‘English teaching/learning’ center to
inspire, teach, guide, give regular practice and enhance the English skills of the
participants.
‘Wordsworth English Class’ shall provide adequate learning material on a daily basis for
the enthusiastic participants.
‘Wordsworth English Class’ brings a variety of content that cover the standards
required for all the student participants from various classes and age groups.
‘Wordsworth English Class’ shall provide the standard resource material carefully
prepared by Wordsworth Academy for short daily assignments.
‘Wordsworth English Class’ shall give a systematic exposure to the Facets of English
Language, improve vocabulary, practice learning through ‘Phrasal Methodology’ and
inculcate the habit of speaking in English effectively with the required fluency.
‘Wordsworth English Class’ shall provide a collective exercise for listening, reading,
writing and speaking on daily basis.
‘Wordsworth English Class’ shall independently appraise the diligence of each
participant and qualify them for a certificate of appreciation from Wordsworth
Academy.

World Class Resource Material
‘Wordsworth English Class’ is suitable for English medium students from
5th standard up to 12th standard.
There are many videos that can be exposed to vernacular medium students and to
the little kids in classes less than 5.
Wordsworth English Class’ also has a vast collection of super resource material
suitable for college students who are looking forward to take competitive exams.
‘Wordsworth English Class' provides complete reading exercise in a structured
manner for daily practice.
Exposes a staggering 40,000 + words strong Vocabulary required to face
competitive exams with confidence to succeed.
Wordsworth English Class’ is thereby, suitable for all.

Components Of The English Classroom Kit
700 laminated resource cards printed back to back, numbered and laminated for daily
distribution among the students to read, write, discuss, remember and recall anytime.
The resource cards have a profound collection of English contents that include all the
essential ‘Facets of English language’ along with exclusive Vocabulary put in phrasal
examples of sentences in usage.
The cards are laminated with 2.3 microns plastic for longevity.
The standard of understanding of the participants is the index for the choice of cards and for
the depth of tutorial interpretation which is left to the discretion of the teacher or the trainer.
A consummate handbook on the Facets of English Language authored and compiled by
A .Ramesh Rao of Wordsworth Academy is given as a Teacher’s/Trainer’s handbook for easy
sequential reference of the card contents to build up periodic interpretations .

Benefits
A deep awareness of the various interesting Facets of English Language is given .
Quick and effective techniques to improve the word power and usage are practiced .
Improved styles of sentence articulation and idiomatic expressions in
day to day communication is given as exercise .
Hold a strong resolve to speak only in English and inspire the students to follow.

One time Investment
Wordsworth English Class requires you to make a onetime investment of Rs. 50,000/- to procure
the ‘English Class Kit’ .
Wordsworth English Class kit can serve as a shareware at the center for at least
250 students at a time.
Wordsworth Academy shall supply the work book periodically on cost for daily writing exercises.
Well . This is not a franchise operation where you share your income with the principal company.
‘Wordsworth English Class’ is a completely independent enterprise program for you to
work from home and enjoy the benefits fully.
The operational simplicity and the attractive commercial benefits can be explained
in the process of confirmation .
Kindly Confirm your interest with Mr. A. Ramesh Rao -- Author and Chief Trainer ( Phone 7339441023 )

Mr. A. Ramesh Rao BE
Author and Chief Trainer
( Phone 7339441023 )

Ramesh Rao is basically a mechanical engineer who always had a keen interest in languages. He is a
rare author of some literary works of poetry and translations of classical works from Tamil to English.
In the last two decades, he has given a variety of solutions for Language Enhancement to various
institutions and has conducted many training programs . He was involved in the successful
implementation of wireless language labs in about 250 schools and colleges in various parts of the
country. With a passion for languages, he was part of a research team to enhance the linguistic
abilities of the first generation English learners using ‘Phrasal Methodologies’ of teaching the English
language. This module of the Wordsworth Class Kit has been thoughtfully compiled and authored by
Mr. Ramesh Rao for the benefit of all types of participants.

Wordsworth Academy
No.17C Gandhi Road, Srirangam, Trichy Tamil Nadu - 620 006
Phone : 7339441023 Email: arameshrao@gmail.com
Website : https://www.campusenglishprogram.com/

